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Senior Judges Report 
 

Name of Track      Rideau Carleton Ottawa 

Date     Sunday 29 November 2020 Post Time 1830 hours 

Weather   Races 1 - 14: Cloudy (Temp: 2 deg. C)  Wind: 8 km/h (SouthEast) 

Track Condition Races 1 - 14: Fast (Variant 0 secs)   

Number of Races 14 Qualifying races  1 BF Total Entries  106/113 

Mutual Handle $382,010 
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Senior Judge Associate Judge Associate Judge 

Weber, Michael Frenette, Ben  Miller, Tom (CAR) 

Report on day’s events:  
(Accidents, claims, fines and/or suspensions, objections and/or disqualifications, refunds and any other pertinent incidents)  …. 

Office:  

• Program correction announced concerning TWIN B FEARLESS in the third race; this 
horse is not on the EIPH program and did not receive Lasix.  

• Discussed the Ontario urging rules with driver Samuel Fillion who is making his debut at 
Rideau Carleton.  

Races:  

1. Late vet scratch (sick) of #7 DALI ON UP by the trainer and is entered on the short term 
(7 days) veterinary list; refund: $126. Clear.  

2. Late Judges scratch (injured) of #8 YC BROADWAY by the AGCO veterinarian; refund: 
$64. Clear.  

3. Clear.  

4. Clear.  

5. Clear.  

6. Discussed a driver’s obligation when cutting the mile with the driver of #1 SILVERADO, 
Ryan Guy, concerning the second quarter (27 58 1272 157). Clear.  

7. Late Judges scratch (injured) of #4 PASADENA STAR by the AGCO veterinarian; 
refund: $47.  

Inquiry and driver’s objections: 

i. #5 HAT TRICK MARLEAU (Pierre Bovay), who finished second, on #6 
CROSSFIT (Guy Gagnon), who was the race winner, before the ¼ mile pole. 
After speaking with both drivers and reviewing the video it was determined that 
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#6 had not beared in on #5 but had take the room available when #5 moved 
down towards the rail; objection disallowed.  

ii. CASCADA (Robbie Robinson) #1, who finished fourth, on #5 HAT TRICK 
MARLEAU (Pierre Bovay), before the ¼ mile pole. After speaking with both 
drivers and reviewing the video it was determined that #5 did bear down and 
cause interference to #1, causing #1 to break (charted with an interference 
break); objection upheld, #5 finished second and was placed fourth (AGCO rule 
22.09).  

Video: https://youtu.be/CM9mYMrxd3A  

Mr. Bovay will attend a review regarding AGCO rule 22.05.01(a) (bear in causing 
another driver to pull their horse out of its stride). Clear.  

8. Inquiry on #1 LEVIS DAY (Ryan Guy), who finished fourth, concerning possibly leaving 
the course before the ½ mile pole; after reviewing the video it was determined that #1 
was forced inside once pylon and into contact with another by #7 ASHLEYSBEST 
(Mike Healey) bearing in on #1; no violations by #1 and was charted with an 
interference; no placing necessary as #7 finished ninth (last). No penalty to Mr. Healey 
as #7 was visibly on one line. Clear.  

Video: https://youtu.be/x9e7oKGO3HE  

9. Clear.  

10. Clear.  

11. Clear.  

12. Discussed the urging of #5 WOO SHARK by Tyler Jones in the stretch; Mr. Jones was 
advised that if he was oscillating the line in the same hand as he holds his whip that the 
whip is to be kept away from the horse; Mr. Jones will modify his technique. Clear.  

13. Clear.  

14. Clear.  

Claims: 

• 5 #4 REYS N A ROCKET (1claim) for $15,000 by Limco Inc. (V. Puddy trainer).  
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